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Making a Difference: Social and Political Activism in Clay brings together a wide range of artists working in clay who directly address current events through their projects. At this moment of political uncertainty and a seeming turn of popular opinion toward negativity, fear, and isolation, we want The Clay Studio to counter these notions using our curatorial platform by amplifying the voices ... 

Making a Difference: Social and Political Activism in Clay
The study applied a co-creational approach to hashtag activism by social movement organizations during the #MeToo movement. • Semantic network analysis revealed the network structure, identifying the co-occurrences of words used by SMOs and publics.

Hashtag activism and message frames among social movement ...
The Accessible Icon Project is an ongoing work of design activism. It starts with a graphic icon, free for use in the public domain, and continues its work as a collaboration among people with disabilities and their allies toward a more accessible world.

The Accessible Icon Project
By combining a holistic approach to design with a passion for justice, you’ll create stunning work that inspires change. Our program is built around the idea that today’s designers must be able to work comfortably and effectively across a broad range of media with an eye toward the greater good.

BA in Design | University of San Francisco
A metanarrative (also meta-narrative and grand narrative; French: métarécit) in critical theory and particularly in postmodernism is a narrative about narratives of historical meaning, experience, or knowledge, which offers a society legitimation through the anticipated completion of a (as yet unrealized) master idea.

Metanarrative - Wikipedia
Social justice is a concept of fair and just relations between the individual and society. This is measured by the explicit and tacit terms for the distribution of wealth, opportunities for personal activity, and social privileges. In Western as well as in older Asian cultures, the concept of social justice has often referred to the process of ensuring that individuals fulfill their societal ...

Social justice - Wikipedia
how do these “design disciplines” play out for the nonprofits in your session? or others that you know of? how long was this session, 90 minutes or so? if so, how did you design the time together in order to move beyond just the diagnostics of these four layers of racism?

Undoing racism-By Design : Interaction Institute for ...
It has become obvious that many of the most well-known students at Stoneman Douglas in Parkland, Fla., are adept at using social media, and Twitter in particular, where many journalists spend much ...

How the Parkland Students Got So Good at Social Media ...
Link to Departments website. The major in Accounting at UGA is designed to give students an understanding of the theory of accounting as it is used in our society: accounting standards, financial statement preparation, product costs, budgeting, taxation, auditing, risk assessment, and controls.

University of Georgia
Using their Words showcases social justice education projects in elementary school classrooms. All the units housed on this site: were designed and implemented by elementary school teachers and student teachers
Using Their Words
The world, we are told, is in the midst of a revolution. The new tools of social media have reinvented social activism. With Facebook and Twitter and the like, the traditional relationship between ...

Small Change | The New Yorker
Moving beyond point solutions to systems change. For today’s leaders, a chieving systems-level success requires cultivating and activating networks —technological, infrastructural, and social—that support new collaborative activities, processes, and mindsets. ID's Design Intersections 2019: Design + Networks + Activation invites diverse leaders, (including designers, executives ...

Design Intersections 2019: Design + Networks + Activation ...
Disability issues information for journalists. Americans with Disabilities Act, disability rights, independent living, caregiving, personal assistance, universal design, adaptive technology, web access. The Center for an Accessible Society gives journalists background and contacts for reporting on disability.

The Definition of Disability - Accessible Society
Resources; Research Articles ; A code of conduct is a hallmark of a profession. It prescribes behavior of professionals in serving and protecting clientele, colleagues, and the society at large.

Ethics | Social Work Policy Institute
In 2018, the Immersive Design Summit brought together some of the leading creators in the immersive arts to share thoughts and ideas, creating new friendships and inspiring new projects.

The Immersive Design Summit
In the digital age, where logos will appear on multiple devices and across social media, you must design something that transcends paper. It must look great on different backgrounds, work for apps ...

7 Killer Tips for Logo Design - mashable.com
My heart and work are centered around seeking trauma-informed policies and practices to better serve children in the child welfare system. The University of Washington has given me the resources to explore my interests in the intersection of social work and early education.

Husky 100 - washington.edu
Teaching Tolerance provides free resources to educators—teachers, administrators, counselors and other practitioners—who work with children from kindergarten through high school. Educators use our materials to supplement the curriculum, to inform their practices, and to create civil and inclusive school communities where children are respected, valued and welcome participants.

Teaching Tolerance | Diversity, Equity And Justice
Christine and Patrick would like to welcome you to Glan House Bed and Breakfast. We are a family run B&B in Dinas Cross Pembrokeshire situated a few miles from the port town of Fishguard and the coastal town of Newport.
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